What is Cancer?: New Theory (Russian Edition)

Farid Zapparov - author of a completely
new and original concept of systems
biology of organisms contained in The
Food Delusion, 2012 and Viscoelastic
Duende of Life, 2013. In his new work
What Is Cancer, published in Russian, he
applies his theory of the scales of
symmetry decay in biopolymer viscoelastic
media to explain the causes of cancer and
its low curability. Despite the fact that this
concept is quite an extraordinary union of
continuum mechanics in the nano-range
and molecular biology, it has already
shown its applicability to a consistent
explanation of the emergence and
evolution and encoding in biopolymer
molecules in the process of viscoelastic
autocatalysis. The book as a whole is the
result of applying revolutionary new theory
to biology in general, and to the biology of
cancer, in particular. The special originality
and value of the Zapparovs work is that it
reviewed the physical basis of the
hierarchical self-assembly of DNA
molecules of autowave spatial fractal
structure of the genome within the normal
evolutionary process, as well as the causes
and consequences of the collapse of these
structures in the context of the emergence
of explosive genetic heterogeneity of
cancer cells. The results of the review lead
to the conclusion that a mutational theory
of cancer, prevalent in the scientific
community, is wrong. Although this work
is highly debatable, however, if it is judged
by the logic of Niels Bohr, that any new
theory must be mad enough to have a
chance to be true, then the F. Zapparovs
theory fully meet this criterion. Despite the
exceptional novelty and originality of the
set of theoretical concepts, they are
consistent with many theoretical and
experimental data and allow to outline new
practical methods of treatment and
prevention of cancer, which are
fundamentally different from existing ones.
Challenging questions of systems biology
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of cancer and many other original ideas
about the genome, described are quite
popular and undoubtedly can be useful and
interesting to a wider audience.
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Russian theatre practitioner. He was widely the MAT, Stanislavski was instrumental in promoting the new Russian
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